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Introduction

Adaptation is necessarily cross-cutting. It involves promoting an understanding of how
the changing climate will affect all sectors, and then encouraging relevant parties to take
action to reduce future risks and take advantage of future opportunities.

The study provides some guidance on the next steps, moving beyond scoping and a
description of the possible impacts of climate change, to focus instead on risks and
opportunities where action needs to be taken in the short, medium and longer-term.
There are a number of areas where it is particularly important to respond, because
decisions taken now will have long-term impacts.

To assist with this process the study takes the concept of ‘building adaptive
capacity/delivering adaptation action’ and recommends the development of an Isle of Man
‘Adaptation Policy Framework’.
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Adaptation policy framework (APF)

Using an approach developed by the UK Department of the Environment, Food and Rural
Affairs (now an established feature of the emerging UK climate change policy) the
development of an adaptation policy framework (APF) can be considered under two broad
headings:

 building adaptive capacity, and
 delivering adaptation action.

This approach is helpful in describing adaptation options and in helping stakeholders to
develop their own responses to the risks they face. It is also useful when determining roles
and responsibilities for key organisations.

It draws together adaptation planning efforts, identifies actions, delivery, roles and
responsibilities across government and the public and private sectors. The APF is designed
to ensure efforts in adaptation planning are co-coordinated and coherent. Many of the
impacts of climate change require co-ordinated action by government departments,
businesses and other stakeholder groups. Identifying organisational responsibilities, co-
ordinating action plans, agreeing joint objectives will be vital if the most appropriate
adaptation action is to delivered.

The APF also provides a firm foundation for future target setting and performance
measurement. The stronger the foundation the greater the support provided enabling
informed policies to be developed, along with a focused agenda and a proactive
adaptation response.

Table 1 indicates the range of generic actions which organisations can take. This table can
be used as part of the delivery of an Island APF to identify the key organisations and their
relative responsibilities.

Table 1: Generic actions by organisations

Organisation Building adaptive
capacity

Delivering adaptation
action

International
institutions
IoM government
Local authorities
National agencies
Financial services
Research bodies
Professional bodies
Training bodies
Sector specific business
support organisations
Business
NGOs
Voluntary organisations
Other

This can be characterised by
the following actions:
1. research,
2. data collection and

monitoring,
3. developing regulations,

standards, codes, polices,
programmes or plans,

4. internal organisational
development,

5. awareness raising, and
6. working in partnership

All agencies have a role to
play in building adaptive
capacity.

This can be characterised by
the following actions:
1. accept impacts and

bear some loss
2. spread/share impacts
3. avoid negative impacts
4. exploit opportunities

All agencies have a role to
play in building adaptation
action.
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Building adaptive capacity, delivering adaptation action

Building adaptive capacity

In the early phases of responding to the climate change challenge it is inevitable that the
focus will be on building adaptive capacity within organisations and their wider networks.
Understanding the risks and the capabilities each organisation has to assess and manage
the potential impacts is an important first step. However climate risk management
activities on the Island must move as quickly as possible into delivering adaptation action.
The consequences of the decisions taken to day which have not taken climate change into
account will restrict the ability of future generations to adapt.

Typical actions under this heading might include:

 research,
 data collection and monitoring,
 developing regulations, standards, codes, polices, programmes or plans,
 internal organisational development,
 awareness raising, and
 working in partnership.

Delivering adaptation action

Within the UK the emphasis on adaptation planning has tended to result in qualitative
assessments of the potential impacts. Moving towards adaptive action has been slow,
partly due to the absence of quantitative information on baselines and impacts
(particularly financial data). This restricts the ability to assess risks, develop relevant
options and implement risk management action. On the Isle of Man there are also issues
with the availability of baseline quantitative information (see Technical Report 10
Hydrological Modelling), for example, with regard to existing surface water flood risks.

One of the key objectives for the Isle of Man Adaptation Policy Framework should include a
focus on providing a quantitative analysis of the risks and exposures, to better enable
effective decision making to be undertaken.

Typical actions might include:

 accept impacts and bear some loss,
 spread/share impacts,
 avoid negative impacts,
 exploit opportunities.

Isle of Man sectors

In Technical Paper 8 (Sector Impacts) the study sets out for each sector an adaptation
option matrix. The matrices identify adaptation actions under the two broad headings: of
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building adaptive capacity (BAC) and delivering adaptation action (DAA). These matrices
have been included in Appendix to this technical paper to provide a complete overview of
possible BAC/DAA actions for the Isle of Man identified during the course of this study.

Generic Isle of Man actions

In addition to the sector based BAC/DAA matrices set out in Appendix 1, a number of more
generic activities have been identified in the following tables (Table 2 generic building
adaptive capacity actions and Table 3 generic delivering adaptation actions). These are
intended to provide examples of activities that relate to the Island as a whole, rather than
individual sectors.
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Table 2: generic building adaptive capacity actions

Building adaptive capacity

Type Generic activity Specific examples for the Isle of Man

Research
 Sector specific scoping

studies
 Qualitative and

quantitative risk
assessments

 Sector based scoping study reviews taking into account changes in climate
science, government policy initiatives, soci -economic and natural resource
changes.

 Quantitative risk assessments in the above areas, with full life cycle financial
appraisals

 Review Isle of Man Climate Change Study every 5 years .

Data collection and
monitoring

 Monitoring specific
impact indicators

 Asset management
baseline condition
surveys

 Monitoring impact of
regulations, standards,
codes, policies,
programmes etc.

 Develop impact indicators for the Isle of Man based on UKCIP risk assessment
process

 Undertake asset condition surveys for all major infrastructure systems
 Re-assess climate scenarios for the Isle of Man every 5 years
 Develop ‘at-risk’ GIS mapping for the Isle of Man
 Active monitoring of regulations, standards etc. to assess progress towards

adaptation

Developing regulations,
standards, codes,
policies, programmes etc  National, regional and

local level regulations etc.
 Enforcement
 Resources

 Review all policies, programmes and actions – develop ‘fit for purpose’ test
and assess

 Develop specific land-use policies
 Ensure all policies etc. are climate proof – challenge non-compliance
 Monitor compliance
 Develop performance measures
 Challenge assumptions used in decision making – historic ‘climate’ data is no

longer an indicator of the future

Developing organisations  Training and staff
development
programmes

 Establish an Isle of Man Climate Change Partnership operating at Government
level and with wider stakeholder networks

 Government Partnership members to develop and implement internal
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 Senior management buy-
in

 Political buy-in
 Climate change

champions
 Make the business case
 Capacity building

programmes

training programmes
 Members to set internal performance measures for all staff
 Members to individually report on their performance (producing an

Operational and Financial Review)
 Develop risk assessment and management skills

Awareness raising  Education and training
 Capacity building

programmes
 Conferences, events and

publications

 Develop Isle of Man specific education packages prepared for all schools
 Lead by example – leadership creates awareness
 Develop an Isle of Man climate web site

Working in partnerships  Work in sectoral
partnerships

 Linked projects
 Work in locality based

partnerships

 Develop international partnerships – share experiences
 Review public procurement policies and supply-chains within sector groups
 Develop a ‘Chief Executives’ group for major Isle of Man businesses
 Develop a map of all organisations, networks, partnerships operating in the

Isle of Man – identify overlaps, common interests, gaps
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Table 3: generic delivering adaptation actions

Developing adaptation action
Type Generic activity Specific examples for the Isle of Man
Accept impacts
and bear (some)
loss

 Accept that change is
inevitable – the future
is different from the
past

 Understand impacts on
natural resources

 Informed decisions to
‘do-nothing’ may be
correct

 Review biodiversity and conservation policies on the Island
 Review landscape planting policies – are they ‘fit for purpose’
 Chief Executive’s Group to work with insurance and finance sectors to develop risk-

sharing packages specific to the Isle of Man.

Spread/share
impacts

 Use insurance and
other financial
products to cover/off-
set risks

 Diversify business
activities, locations,
markets

 Business/organisational
contingency planning

 Develop individual (and co-ordinated) contingency plans for all Government
departments and essential services.

 Procurement and supply-chains assessed – establish security of supply for goods and
services (including energy)

 Actively encourage businesses on the Island look at climate risk exposures – action for
Chief Executive’s Group

Avoid negative
impacts

 Technical and/or
structural change

 Geographical change
 Behavioural or activity

change

 All Government departments and agencies/organisations funded by Government to
review their strategic and project level risk assessment procedures

 Project design standards checked for ‘climate-proofing’.
 EIA studies to assess impact of the ‘environment on the project’ throughout its projected

life

Exploit
opportunities

 Exploit new markets
 Develop new products

and services

 Develop an innovation culture on the Isle of Man.
 Review the position of the Isle of Man in the global economy compared with other at risk

offshore financial centres.
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Developing checklists

The Isle of Man Government might wish to consider, as part of its decision-making and risk
assessment procedures, to require the completion of the BAC and DAA tables for all
strategies, policies, action plans and project appraisals (including financial appraisals,
business plans, cost/benefit analysis, environmental impact assessments, sustainability
appraisals etc.).

Tables 2 and 3 can also be used as a checklist to assess the actions being taken by any
strategy or project etc., to build adaptive capacity or deliver adaptation action. The first
two columns headed ‘type’ and ‘generic activity’ should be retained together will all the
entries. Relevant actions proposed under the strategy or project should then be entered
into the third column.

Comparing completed tables across the range of Government activities will provide an
overview of the actions being taken and assist with identifying gaps. These can then form
part of an annual progress review for the Island.

An example based on an analysis of the Isle of Man’s land use planning Strategic Plan can
be seen in Tables 4 and 5. This is not intended to be a detailed appraisal of the Plan, rather
than an indication of the value of the approach as an aid to understanding how effective
the Plan may be in building adaptive capacity and delivering adaptation action.
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Table 4: Strategic Plan - building adaptive capacity actions

Building adaptive capacity

Type Generic activity Relevant IoM strategic plan objectives and policies

Research  Sector specific scoping
studies

 Qualitative and
quantitative risk
assessments

e.g. Env. Policy 29: “Development which is likely to have a significant effect on the
environment will be required……..” (Comment – provides planning authority with
the means to require scoping studies, and risk-based appraisals to evaluate current and
future risks associated with a development proposal)

Various polices apply the precautionary principle (e.g. Env Policy 11). Others require
various impact statements – e.g. EIA’s Env Policy 12 or risk assessment e.g. Flood risk
Env Policy 13.

These could be expanded to cover other climate change risks. For example flood risk
assessment now includes elements for rising sea levels and storm surges. If more
information was available on river spates then that could be incorporated.

Data collection and
monitoring

 Monitoring specific
impact indicators

 Asset management
baseline condition
surveys

 Monitoring impact of
regulations, standards,
codes, policies,
programmes etc.

Better information on coastal and inland flooding would assist in applying the
precautionary principle to development planning. As the Island is affected by spate
flooding more information/modelling of that would help. (Is there a link here to DoT’s
river catchments area modelling?)

Developing regulations,
standards, codes,
policies, programmes
etc

 National, regional and
local level regulations
etc.

 Enforcement
 Resources

Coastal Protection Act allows for coastal erosion to be managed. Developing Building
Regulations to include more water conservation and adaptation elements e.g.
ventilation and cooling v insulation. Also need for standards and codes in respect of
adaptive capacity actions. For planning, extending Strategic Plan policies to cover
design of buildings and site layout actions. (e.g. Eco Homes Sustainable Buildings).
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Policy EP4 states that the Department will prepare a Planning Policy Statement on
Energy Efficiency. Pending the preparation and adoption of that PPS the Department
will require proposals for development of more than a certain size to be accompanied
by an Energy Impact Statement. This could be designed to include Climate Change
issues.

Developing
organisations

 Training and staff
development
programmes

 Senior management
buy-in

 Political buy-in
 Climate change

champions
 Make the business case
 Capacity building

programmes

Need for staff development programmes to incorporate more practical application of
adaptive actions to be considered as part of the development control process.

SP can be used with, and/or by other Government Departments, organisations and
stakeholders as it brings together many policies which relate to Climate Change e.g.
energy audits, design and transport.

Awareness raising  Education and training
 Capacity building

programmes
 Conferences, events

and publications

Nothing Strategic Plan specific, but can be used as tool with, and/or by others – see 4
above.

Working in partnerships  Work in sectoral
partnerships

 Linked projects
 Work in locality based

partnerships

Same as 4 and 5.
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Table 5: Strategic Plan - developing adaptation actions

Developing adaptation action

Type Generic activity Relevant IoM strategic plan objectives and policies

Accept impacts and
bear (some) loss

 Accept that change is
inevitable – the future is
different from the past

 Understand impacts on
natural resources

 Informed decisions to
‘do-nothing’ may be
correct

Strategic Policy 2 states that the focus of new development should be on existing
settlements and sustainable extensions. Sustainability needs to take into account
impact and adaptation i.e. move away from valley bottoms/floodplains/coastal
flooding. But recognise where development is concentrated at present needs
protecting and reinvestment not abandonment.

Spread/share impacts  Use insurance and other
financial products to
cover/off-set risks

 Diversify business
activities, locations,
markets

 Business/organisational
contingency planning

No apparent connections.

Avoid negative impacts  Technical and/or
structural change

 Geographical change
 Behavioural or activity

change

e.g. St/Policy 12: “Favourable consideration will be generally given to proposals
for improving the quality and condition of the existing housing stock……..”
(Comment – provides planning authority with the means to require climate variability
to be included in option appraisals for design and materials )

Improving quality tends to be individual property specific or programmes of work
which don’t require planning permission. Where improvements involve new build
then other policies kick in. For refurbishment focus of attention needs to be with the
promoters of the scheme DLGE and Local Authorities.

Of more direct relevance are those policies elsewhere which specifically require impact
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assessments such as Policy EP4 (energy audit) and Strategic Policy SP5 (design
statements) which can now be expanded to cover sustainability and climate change
issues.

Exploit opportunities  Exploit new markets
 Develop new products

and services

Not applicable to the Strategic Plan.
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Conclusions

It is recommended that the Isle of Man Government, major businesses and those
organisations providing essential services, should consider the development of an
Adaptation Policy Framework as a logical next step.

This approach has a number of advantages:

 Places the emphasis on risks and opportunities where action needs to be taken in
the short, medium and longer-term

 Provides a framework for all stakeholders to develop their own responses to the
risks they face.

 It is also useful when determining roles and responsibilities for key organisations.
 Draws together adaptation planning efforts, identifies actions, delivery, roles and

responsibilities across government and the public and private sectors.
 Assists with the development of co-coordinated and coherent cross-departmental

activities and with actions involving other stakeholders. Ensuring joint objectives
are agreed.

 Provides a firm foundation for future target setting and performance measurement.
 Assists in providing a focus on quantitative analysis of the risks and exposures, to

better enable effective decision making to be undertaken.
 Can be adapted to provide a checklist to assess the actions being taken by any

strategy or project etc., to build adaptive capacity or deliver adaptive action
 Comparing completed BAC/DAA tables across the range of Government activities

will provide an overview of the actions being taken and assist with identifying gaps.
 Completed BAC/DAA can form part of an annual progress review for the Island.
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Appendix A:
Isle of Man BAC/DAA actions by sector
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Transport

Adaptation Type Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage of now /
decisions needed now / cost effective now

Long term Keep a ‘watching
brief’

Prevents effects:
Changing standards
regulation / policy
institutional

 Higher taxation on ‘gas guzzling’ vehicles. Tax on
CO2 output, more tax on multiple cars per
household

 Implement integrated transport document
 Control surface run-off from land adjacent to

highway
 Speed management

 Minimise car use by relocation of some
government offices and encourage electronic
conferencing

 Relocation of business to other towns
 Consider charging road users for travel on

vulnerable roads

 Put freight on to
railways. Recreate
integrated rail
system – providing
an alternative to
the road

Research / Data
collection / Monitoring

 Survey the coast. Identify strategic locations that
cold be vulnerable to damage due to age,
conditions etc (no regret)

 Cost benefit analysis of houses in flood plains and
of measures needed to mitigate damage (no
regret)

 Improve flood alerts, storm warnings
 Avoid development on floodplains
 Stability of earthworks
 Effect of temperature on assets
 Gain flood risk data for individual rivers and

understand flood plains
 Early warning system for severe weather?

 Farmers grow crops for bio fuels
 Research into electric cars and other fuels
 Use of railways as commuter transport brings

in other options for moving people in the
event of loss of roads in storm events

 Move coastal roads inland
 Minibus circular routes to help tourism and

holiday makers in scenic areas (as tourism
increases)

 Identify which roads are susceptible to
flooding

 Integrated
transport policy –
realistic but not
idealistic

 Need to improve
public transport in
general

 Resilience of road
surface materials
to heat

 Road / tyre design
for grip in varying
conditions

Bu
ild

in
g

A
d

ap
ti

ve
Ca

p
ac

it
y

(B
A

C)

Educational /
Behavioural change /
Awareness raising /
working in
partnership

 Better public transport, commuter trains from Port
Erin to Douglas. More effective links for main bus
routes.

 Education for children on future environment (Low
regret)

 Greater use of public transport / car sharing
 Dangers to road users of travelling in high

temperatures / storm events

 Less reliance on ‘One person, one car’
syndrome.
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Spread /Share loss  Ensure strategic spares in stock for linkspan and
other critical equipment to minimise disruption

 Adapt roads to provide coastal defence  Insure
Infrastructure

Accept impacts and
bear Loss

 Agree roads that can be allowed to be lost or are
too vulnerable to be maintained

 Consider moving Manx electric railway further
inland to avoid risk of coastal erosion

 Close roads at risk
Prevent effects:
structural /
technological

 Improve land / storm drainage to prevent flooding
/ damage to roads

 Ensure EIA on runway extension takes impacts of
climate change into account (no regret)

 Where financially viable enhance river banks to
contain flood water (low regret)

 Improve earthworks design
 Asset vulnerability inspections and mapping
 Strategy to retrofit assets to cope with climate

change
 The use of low maintenance vegetation to act as

buffer zones, whilst not hindering the growth of
other vegetation.

 Provide more suitable vessels better adapted
to cope with expected increased in winter
storms (e.g. larger Seacat)

 New road schemes to have improved
drainage systems e.g. Peel Road

 Upgrading of railways to use for commuters
 Provide better harbour facilities with more

sheltered berths and approaches to take into
account more inclement weather events

 Review previous
flood events and
reinforce road /
drainage
infrastructure to
cope.

 Potential to
upgrade railway
link from Ramsey
to Port Erin to
modern fast,
comfortable and
low floor recess
metro system. And
also include
freight capability.

 Stabilise existing
earthworks

D
el

iv
er

in
g

A
da

pt
at

io
n

A
ct

io
ns

(D
A

A
)

Avoid / exploit
changes in risk

 Encourage use of electric cars and more fuel
efficient ones

 Use TT course as testing ground for solar power
and other non-fossil fuel vehicles (win win)

 Provide better bus shelters and rail platform
canopies (S)

 Alter winter maintenance to include climate
change

 Develop flood disaster emergency management
plans

 Aircrafts – instrument landing systems – use
technology so planes can land in cloud.

 Prepare plans and equipment to tackle storm
events more effectively
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Business and the economy

(note additional adaptation options are identified in technical paper 9)

Adaptation Type Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage
of now / decisions needed now / cost
effective now

Long term Keep a ‘watching brief’

Prevents effects: Changing
standards regulation / policy
institutional

 Introduce legislation to ensure all
business and infrastructure issues
have climate change as a key issue

 Lifetime costs through planning /
building regulations e.g. drainage
specifications (win win)

 Change building regulations so that
properties can withstand more
extreme conditions

 Building energy conservation (Design and
installation) (No regret)

 Legislation

 Planning / building design
requirements (low regret)

Research / Data collection /
Monitoring

 Improve monitoring of rainfall and
runoff

 Develop heat exchange systems
 Use of tidal variations to generate tidal

power
 Alternative energy sources

B
ui

ld
in

g
A

da
pt

iv
e

C
ap

ac
it

y
(B

A
C

)

Educational / Behavioural
change / Awareness raising /
working in partnership

 Health and safety awareness e.g. sun
block for outside workforce

 Education of energy conservation
 Increase awareness within all sectors

of business
 Energy audits of business

 Cancer awareness training
 Change to working conditions – education
 Working conditions – new clothing /

sunscreen (share loss)

 Change of working hours
(no regret)

 Plant trees to provide
shade (win win)
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Spread /Share loss  Increase tax on property owners who
live in area of risk

 Develop alternative energy sources
 Change in working day / change in building

design

 Other islands are at
greater risk – watch and
learn

Accept impacts and bear Loss  Business continuity requirements –
risk based management (win win)

 Stockpile essential supplies (e.g. oil)

Prevent effects: structural /
technological

 Risk assess existing assets to identify
investment required (win win)

 Diversification of business by utilities
(flexible)

 Undertake flood risk assessments on
all new builds

 All electrical systems should be put at dado
rail levels

 Put cables underground and not overhead

D
el

iv
er

in
g

A
da

pt
at

io
n

A
ct

io
n

s(
D

A
A)

Avoid / exploit changes in
risk

 Link river monitoring to all island
alarm system (link flood defence and
tides to same alarm)

 Sustain island’s growth to afford changes
e.g., creativity in business, tax and
incentives.

 Improve extreme weather reporting –
advanced warning system
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Tourism

Adaptation Type Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage
of now / decisions needed now / cost
effective now

Long term Keep a ‘watching brief’

Prevents effects:
Changing
standards
regulation /
policy
institutional

 Ensure that climate change impacts are
considered in refurbishment of
accommodation

 Review building regulations
 Review land-use planning policies to

encourage farm diversification and
development of holiday
accommodation (win-win)

 Provide incentives for more environmental friendly take away
food packaging (low regret)

 Monitor and review food hygiene, preparation and storage
procedures – introduce new standards

Research / Data
collection /
Monitoring

 Monitor changes to identify and
promote new opportunities

 Landscape assessment to identify at
risk areas and tourist ‘carrying capacity’
(No Regret)

 Review impacts on tourist
accommodation (win-win)

 Research on impact of climate change on golf course
maintenance (win win)

 Market research on future opportunities for tourism, e.g.
marinas, eco-tourism, short-breaks, culture, conferences (no
regret)

Bu
ild

in
g

A
da

pt
iv

e
C

ap
ac

ity
(B

A
C)

Educational /
Behavioural
change /
Awareness
raising / working
in partnership

 Education regarding moor land fires
and the potential impacts

 Review tourist industry staff training
schemes

 Identify best practice examples and raise profile of Island (win
win)

 Continued
professional
development – could
consider climate
change as part of CPD
for tourism and
related industries
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Spread /Share
loss

 Design in cooling mechanisms for
buildings in new build.

 Unreliable ferry service in variable weather (low regret)

Accept impacts
and bear Loss

 Introduce air conditioning in hotels and guest houses – accept
energy costs and potential emissions impacts (flexible)

 Loss of amenity in some areas will be irreversible e.g. specific
beach locations and specific buildings. Maintain for as long as
possible.

Prevent effects:
structural /
technological

 Introduce measures to provide further
protection of landscape i.e. footpath
erosion and fire risk

 Ensure IoM airport runway extension –
takes into account future climate
impacts (low regret)

 Plan for effective water supplies under drier summer conditions
(win win)

 Design engineering solutions to address risk of transport links
being disrupted by flash floods / erosion

 Allow for sea level rise in harbour development (low regret)
 Encourage improvements to buildings to cope with excessive

heat in summer and / or wet weather in winter
 Develop TT road surface and facilities to withstand extreme

temperatures, precipitation etc.. (win-win)

D
el

iv
er

in
g

A
d

ap
ta

ti
on

A
ct

io
ns

(D
A

A
)

Avoid / exploit
changes in risk

 Encourage diversification of agriculture
industry to provide more
accommodation (low regret)

 Focus marketing on positive impacts arising from climate
change (win-win)

 Exploit higher summer temps and opportunities for increase in
demand for tourism (win win)

 Opportunities for specialist holidays with outdoor activities
Make best use of landscape ecological change to maintain
recreational use of the landscape. Adapt locations and activities
(win win)

 Motor sports may need to refocus for weather infrastructure
reasons

 Develop / expand facilities for water based recreation (win-win)
 Specialised holidays by changing land use and diversifying into

habitats for key species. (win win)
 Provide fiscal incentives to tourist industry to improve

accommodation (win-win)
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Society and culture

Adaptation Type Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage
of now / decisions needed now / cost
effective now

Long term Keep a ‘watching brief’

Prevents effects: Changing
standards regulation / policy
institutional

 All new builds need to be climate
proofed

 Define building standards for
comfortable indoor environments

Research / Data collection /
Monitoring

 Research on how to deal with flooding
stress and supporting services that
might be required

 Identification of vulnerable groups in
society and action plans developed for
extreme events

 Develop a policy on ‘sustainable’
schools – test policies against climate
scenarios

 Identify buildings at risk – unable to
provide comfortable indoor
environments

 Undertake research into and then
monitor Isle of Man quality of life
indicators

 Examine potential correlation
between ‘climate change’ and
‘quality of life’ indicators

Bu
ild

in
g

A
d

ap
ti

ve
Ca

p
ac

it
y

(B
A

C)

Educational / Behavioural
change / Awareness raising /
working in partnership

 Climate change can be an interesting
and informative topic for the
curriculum. It covers a range of topics
and can be approached quantitatively
and qualitatively

 Awareness raising of heat stress
Spread /Share loss  Provide shade in school playgrounds /

trees on streets and provide more
shade in public areas.

 Develop and implement action plans
for dealing with vulnerable groups in
society in the event of extreme events

Accept impacts and bear Loss
Prevent effects: structural /
technological

 Ensure IT equipment is protected from
heat and floods

Retrofit existing buildings to withstand
extreme high temperatures and warmer
summers

D
el

iv
er

in
g

A
d

ap
ta

ti
on

A
ct

io
ns

(D
A

A
)

Avoid / exploit changes in
risk

 Change in scheduling of the school day, -
starting earlier and earlier finish

 Introduce more flexible working hours in
summer months
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Historic environment

Adaptation Type Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage of now / decisions
needed now / cost effective now

Long term Keep a ‘watching brief’

Prevents effects: Changing
standards regulation / policy
institutional

Research / Data collection /
Monitoring

 Need to consider the susceptibility of different materials to
the likely future climate. In terms of characteristics such as
thermal capacity and moisture transfer, materials such as
earth, stone or wood have widely varying responses to
changing local conditions. Both external and internal
finishes, such as painted finishes, may be affected in
different ways. For structures built using traditional or
unconventional construction techniques, we need to
better understand these methods and how they can be
refined for the future.

 Record what’s there before it goes - so have record for the
future and prioritise protection measures

 Identify sites at risk from subsidence and vulnerable sites
will require stability risk assessments and suitable
protective measures

 Identify sites at risk from flooding and increasing winter
water table levels / rising damp

B
ui

ld
in

g
A

da
pt

iv
e

C
ap

ac
it

y
(B

A
C

)

Educational / Behavioural change
/ Awareness raising / working in
partnership
Spread /Share loss
Accept impacts and bear Loss  Leave buildings as too costly too preserve
Prevent effects: structural /
technological

D
el

iv
er

in
g

A
d

ap
ta

ti
on

A
ct

io
ns

(D
A

A
)

Avoid / exploit changes in risk  Put in structural methods to prevent inundation from
floods / storms

 Move assets
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Health

Adaptation Type Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage
of now / decisions needed now / cost
effective now

Long term Keep a ‘watching brief’

Prevents effects: Changing
standards regulation / policy
institutional

 Review building regulations for roofs
and other vulnerable structures for
windstorms, with adequate planning
many injuries and deaths might be
prevented.

 Ensure standards of environmental
health are kept at high level

 Ensure drinking water quality
standards are met

Research / Data collection /
Monitoring

 Inventories of pollution sources
 Monitoring of key pollutants and

relevant weather variables.
 Monitoring of food poisoning

incidents
 Monitoring o f pollen levels and

communication to public of high
levels and asthma levels

 Hygiene of water monitored for
increase in vermin and suitable
controls undertaken

 Identification of damp houses and
programme of work to reduce risks

 Surveillance of diseases and outbreaks
 Monitor of changing patterns of illnesses

and disease to enable appropriate
response

 Collation and understanding of how
climate change will influence changing
population and knock on effect on future
provision and management e.g. more
elderly living to a longer age but more
susceptible to heat so greater
requirements for geriatric provision or
greater need for ophthalmologists as
increase in cataracts etc.Bu

ild
in
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Educational / Behavioural
change / Awareness raising /
working in partnership

 Awareness raising of impacts of sun
exposure and the dangers
surrounding it.

 Targeted communications campaigns
to at risk groups

 Education of food providers and
preparers of increasing risk and
standards required
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Spread /Share loss
Accept impacts and bear Loss
Prevent effects: structural /
technological

 Implement building standards
mechanisms to cool buildings
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Avoid / exploit changes in
risk

 Pollution warning services
 Heat wave management plan

developed
 Emergency services to ensure

sufficient capacity and training to deal
with more sea / water based accidents
and traffic accidents

 Need for more environmental health
officers and laboratories to monitor
abattoirs m food supplies etc for
potential food risks

 Changed work times especially for those
working outdoors

 To reduce air pollution from
traffic – put in place traffic
restrictions, improved public
transport. Incentives to
promote car sharing
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Leisure and recreation

Adaptation Type Urgent: Opportunities to take
advantage of now / decisions
needed now / cost effective now

Long term Keep a ‘watching brief’

Prevents effects:
Changing standards
regulation / policy
institutional

 Access management strategy to
take into account conflicting
usage of green lanes, footpaths
and other rights of way etc.

 Manage protected and
designated areas. Integrated
land use and management
strategies developed

 Fire risk preparation – agree access routes for fire
engineers, supplying first defences (e.g. fire
beaters) (no regret)

Research / Data
collection / Monitoring

 Monitoring damage caused by
erosion
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Educational /
Behavioural change /
Awareness raising /
working in partnership

 Education of public to fire
threat and management

 Awareness raising of impacts of
erosion and how to reduce the
effects

 Awareness / signage of tides
and other dangerous bathing
areas
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Spread /Share loss  Sub-soil drainage systems for
both natural and artificial
pitches will be adapted to store
rainwater for re-use.

 Management plans in place for
managing fires

 Fire beaters to be put in place of
risk

 Lifeguards on beach

Accept impacts and
bear Loss

 Alternative grasses may be used that are more
resistant to drought than those that are
commonly used today

 There is likely to be a move
towards more all weather
surfaces such as porous
macadam or synthetic turf
pitches, or cheaper alternatives.
The shift towards all weather
surfaces will significantly
increase the capital and
maintenance costs of a
proportion of sports pitches.
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Prevent effects:
structural /
technological

 It is anticipated that innovative, alternative-
building structures may need to be developed
for outdoor sports, to provide some protection
from the elements. For example, many
professional football clubs and local tennis clubs
have already constructed low cost covered, but
unheated, facilities that allow uninterrupted
training and coaching throughout the year.

 Re-use water for outdoor watering e.g golf
courses, use of rainwater harvesting.
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Avoid / exploit changes
in risk

 There may be a need to protect
players, particularly children,
from exposure to UV radiation,
which will limit the time spent
in the sun, and the
programming of matches. This
may lead to more sport being
played under cover, either in
traditional sports centres or in
alternative sports structures

 Close areas of environment that
are areas of high erosion

 Close areas of environment that
are high risk fire areas

 More outdoor pools that would encourage
greater participation in swimming and reduce
the significant running costs of indoor pools.

 More clay courts for tennis, as they would
become more viable.

 Change in maintenance regimes e.g. cutting
grass more frequently
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Communications and energy

Adaptation Type Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage of
now / decisions needed now / cost effective
now

Long term Keep a ‘watching brief’

Prevents effects: Changing
standards regulation /
policy institutional

 Immediate legislation to ensure all
business and infrastructure issues have
climate change as a key issue

 Lifetime costs through planning /
building regs e.g. drainage specifications
(win Win)

 Change building regs so that properties
can withstand more extreme conditions

 Building energy conservation (Design
and installation) (no Regret)

 Legislation – the Climate act

 Planning / building design
requirements (low regret)

Research / Data collection
/ Monitoring

 Improve monitoring of rainfall and runoff  Develop heat exchange systems
 Use of tidal variations to generate tidal

power
 Alternative energy sources
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Educational / Behavioural
change / Awareness
raising / working in
partnership

 Issue sun cream to staff
 Education of energy conservation
 Increase awareness within all sectors of

business
 Energy audits of business

 Cancer awareness training
 Change to working conditions –

education
 Working conditions – new clothing /

sunscreen (share loss)

 Change of working hours (no
regret)

 Plant trees to provide shade
(win win)
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Spread /Share loss  Increase tax on property owners who live
in area of risk

 Develop alternative energy sources  Other islands are at greater risk
– watch and learn

Accept impacts and bear
Loss

 Business continuity requirements (win
win)

 Stockpile essential supplies (e.g. oil)

Prevent effects: structural
/ technological

 Risk assess existing assets to identify
investment required (win win)

 Build houses on stilts
 Diversification of business by utilities

(flexible)
 Undertake flood risk assessments on all

new builds

 All electrical systems should be put at
dado rail levels

 Put cables underground and not
overhead

 Flood proof buildings to ensure telecoms
are not damaged
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Avoid / exploit changes in
risk

 Link river monitoring to all island alarm
system (link flood defence and tides to
same alarm)

 Sustain island’s growth to afford changes
e.g., creativity in business, tax and
incentives.

 Use solar power as reduction in cloud
cover

 Improve extreme weather reporting –
advanced warning system
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Water management

Adaptation
Type

Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage of now /
decisions needed now / cost effective now

Long term Keep a ‘watching brief’

Prevents
effects:
Changing
standards
regulation /
policy
institutional

 Set up environment agency to regulate
 Compensation water regulations
 Planning control on development in flood plains

and areas susceptible to coastal areas
 Control / limit of substances into water courses e.g.

agricultural products

 Catchment management for island’s rivers (low
regret)

 Sustainable urban drainage systems (low
regret)

 Promote agri – environment schemes (low
regret)

 Legal requirements for
water meters.

 Controlled retreat of
coastline

Research /
Data
collection /
Monitoring

 Flood defence lessons from UK and other similar
issues / islands

 Improve monitoring of rainfall and runoff
 Review capacity of sewerage and drainage

infrastructure

 Identify potential flood plains – areas of risk and
assets at risk

 Risk of geosmin and algae
pollution of impounding
reservoir. Additional
treatment costs involved.
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Educational /
Behavioural
change /
Awareness
raising /
working in
partnership

 Shelf life is decreasing and supply chain demands
are increasing.

 Encourage support of local produce (no regret)
 Metering to reduce water consumption
 Water conservation by user education (win win)
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Spread
/Share loss

 Surface water separation schemes (win win)
 Increasing capacity of the sewerage systems (no

regret)
 Increased refuse collections – to reduce health risk

as temperature rises
 Maintenance of existing drainage systems (Low

regret)
 Greater demand on recreational use of higher

ground / reservoir. Increased costs of mitigating
pollution risks

 Ensure that adequate resources and systems are
available for responses to climate related
emergency events e.g. flooding;

 Reduction in leakage
 Water metering
 Promotion of water efficient appliances
 Rainwater harvesting promoted
 Water saving measures implemented (win win)

 More reservoirs for storage (no regret)
 Development of innovative water resources

options

Accept
impacts and
bear Loss

 Identify all houses in flood plains – buy and
demolish

 Water butts for garden use (win win)

 Pulrose power station - risk of flooding. 1953
flood removed bridge

 Desalination plant
 Water restrictions on non essential use in times

of water shortage
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Prevent
effects:
structural /
technological

 Flood defences, structural recommendations on all
new developments to reflect flood alleviation risks

 Better drainage systems, particularly along
highways and railways.

 The use of low maintenance vegetation to act as
buffer zones, whilst not hindering the growth of
other vegetation

 Increase infiltration into land, design of urban areas.
 Promotion of flood proofing on buildings at

increased risk from flooding;
 use/re-creation of natural eco-system buffers
 Use of sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS)

 Increase in storage capacity
 Design limits for drainage systems will require

reappraisal

 On landslips
 Use of green/open spaces

for temporary water
storage to alleviate
flooding.
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Avoid /
exploit
changes in
risk

 Avoidance of developments in at risk areas or
making sure that adequate protection is in place

 Increase use of sewage in agricultural irrigation
 Management of water resources and low flow

rivers to manage reduced water quality
 Potential for greater use of greywater and

rainwater harvesting

 Look at insurance
premiums by reviewing
pricing policy, restriction on
buildings

 Management of abstraction
licences for water supply
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Waste management

Adaptation Type Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage of now
/ decisions needed now / cost effective now

Long term Keep a ‘watching brief’

Prevents effects:
Changing standards
regulation / policy
institutional

 Single Island authority for waste management
with uniform standards.

 Increased segregation of waste at source.

Research / Data
collection /
Monitoring

 Carry out a high level risk assessment to
identify those sites and processes that could
be most affected by climate change and
formulate appropriate action plans to address
the potential impacts

 Identification of
contaminated land; pathway
and receptors
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Educational /
Behavioural change /
Awareness raising /
working in
partnership

 Education needed on waste separation and
segregation (no regret)

 Continue to build a shared understanding of
the potential impacts of climate change on
waste management policy and practices

 Education on incineration and recycling

 Changing waste profile e.g. more green
waste and increased rate of frequency of
collection

Spread /Share loss  Increased refuse collections – to reduce health
risk as temperature rises

 Greater demand on recreational use of higher
ground / reservoir. Increased costs of
mitigating pollution risks

 More frequent rates of collection

Accept impacts and
bear Loss

 Waste management
operations to be performed
under cover

 Old landfill sites –pollution, leachate,
erosion

Prevent effects:
structural /
technological

 Greater use of odour and
bio-aerosol control
measures

 Design waste collection
containers to keep waste dryD
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Avoid / exploit
changes in risk
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Built environment

Adaptation
Type

Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage of now / decisions
needed now / cost effective now

Long term Keep a ‘watching brief’

Prevents
effects:
Changing
standards
regulation /
policy
institutional

 Introduce new design standards for drainage for new
development

 Energy efficiency of new buildings – need to insulate for
winter but keep cooler in summer

 Flood proofing of housing.
 Do not allow house building in likely flood areas / coastal

erosion
 Revise plans sooner to prevent building on flood plains
 Review Island Strategic Plan to take into account the effect

of climate change (No Regret)
 Regulation and inspection must take place in building trade

to ensure energy efficient methods used
 Creation of an ‘environment agency’ to ensure new

legislation is carried out properly with proper inspectors
methods and if necessary prosecution

 Redirect resources from planning / visual impact to planning
design / building control

 Good maintenance and workmanship assists in reducing
rain and damp conditions.

 Offer grants to improve energy
efficiency in existing old houses
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Research /
Data
collection /
Monitoring

 Restrict location of new development
 Understand situation of dampness, housing conditions and

whether they need ‘flood proofing’
 Identify those roads that are most prone to flood damage

(historical data) and produce action plan (no Regret)
 Need more information on rivers and flows
 Keep existing places of research open and running to

monitor on going changes in the environment (no regret)
 Understand life cycle aspects of building materials, design

and demolition, use and location.
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Educational /
Behavioural
change /
Awareness
raising /
working in
partnership

 Education and behavioural changes is thought most
important by group

 Audit business, households and ministry to reduce energy
use

 Campaigns now to educate people in how their lifestyles
contribute to decreasing climate change (low cost)

 Educate children, adults and make information on risky
areas widely available
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Spread /Share
loss

 More recycling of building materials
 Weir and reservoir to better manage water flow and retain

more water for better management of supply.
 Coastal protection of built environment
 Higher insulation levels to protect buildings from increased

temperatures and reduce energy use in winter
 Increase stability of telegraph poles, pylons and other

structures prone to wind loading
 Strengthening of roofs and claddings on existing buildings

 Ensure major items of infrastructure are
protected against storm / flooding
damage.

 Use of more durable materials such as
more corrosion resistant metals
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Accept
impacts and
bear Loss

 Stop development in
coastal erosion zones

 Let nature take it course
in coastal zones

Prevent
effects:
structural /
technological

 New harbour / coastal structures to take account of sea level
rise and increased storms

 Change drainage design standards to allow for future
demand (Low regret)

 Storm water separation from foul sewerage system
 Reduce building densities
 Changing building height, spacing and street orientation to

increase shade and reduce isolation receipt
 Passive designs of buildings to be implemented e.g. shading

from the sun. Making provision for controllable ventilation
during the day and high levels of ventilation at night
(without compromising building security). Using heavier
weight building materials combined with night ventilation,
to enable heat to be absorbed and released into the
building fabric; improving insulation and air circulation (e.g.
cutting down on draughts) which enables undesirable heat
flows to be controlled.1

 Improve maintenance of infrastructure
to deal with climate change e.g. improve
capacity of rivers / drainage systems by
cleaning

 In commercial buildings have greater
emphasise on design for ‘cooling’
systems

 To adapt to floods raise floor levels, safe
access requirements, land raising, flood
warning systems, flood proofing, flood
defences, provide compensatory flood
storage. SUDS and pumping. Options
vary on development / area etc.2

 Raising the level of marina and harbour
installations

1
JN, Belcher, SE & Connell, RK (2005). Beating the Heat: keeping UK buildings cool in a warming climate. UKCIP Briefing Report. UKCIP, Oxford.

2 A toolkit for delivering water management climate change adaptation through the planning system prepared for the environment agency and SEERA by Land Use Consultants. South East
England Regional assembly, Environment Agency and ESPACE March 2005
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Avoid / exploit
changes in
risk

 Build in climate change now into design for structures e.g.
harbours, sufficient breakwater, quayside height, storm
surge height

 Enhance natural ventilation through variation of building
height and density

 Achieve effective solar shading using trees and vegetation
 Use of high albedo (reflective) building materials
 Incorporation of large areas of vegetation and water

features within urban landscape to encourage cooling
airflows

 Provision within developments of spaces for outdoor
activities e.g. shared areas for BBQs and entertainment

 Use the ground floor space for flood compatible uses e.g. car
parking or raise the ground floor above the likely flood level

 Increase use of wind power for generating electricity

 More outdoor swimming pools
 Solar and wind power maybe viable
 Changes for agricultural crop rotation

and farming methods

 Use Sulby reservoirs
pumped storage for
instant power availability
for peak loads and
emergency electric
supply
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Natural resources and environmental quality

Adaptation
Type

Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage of now / decisions
needed now / cost effective now

Long term Keep a
‘watching
brief’
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Prevents effects:
Changing
standards
regulation /
policy
institutional

 Legal requirement to report fires / extinguish them
 Put best practice guidelines in place for erosion management
 Eco tax
 DAFF, DLGE, Island Agenda 21 have role to play in developing All

Island Strategic plan (win win)
 All Island Strategic plan needs to take account of climate risks e.g.

floods and changes to agriculture (win win)
 Biodiversity is strongly influenced by land use and so policy

responses should be developed in terms of integrated land use
management

 Manage protected and designated areas. Integrated land use and
management strategies developed

 Fully integrate habitat conservation and creation with other types
of land use through agri-environment and forestry schemes and
cross compliance measures. At all scheme reviews, assess whether
these measures are delivering at a level that keeps up with the
pace of climate change.

 Environmental laws
 Plan for habitat change in site protection

(flexible)
 Fire risk preparation – agree access routes

for fire engineers, supplying first defences
(e.g. fire beaters) (no regret)
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Research / Data
collection /
Monitoring

 Monitoring damage caused by erosion
 Species and habitat monitoring - set up central biodiversity centre

(no regret)
 Maintain and monitor terrestrial, fresh water and marine

environmental data (no regret). This also forms part of wider
network e.g. UK and Ireland. Irish sea co-ordination will be lost with
other studies e.g. EU projects (as IoM are not eligible for these
alone).

 Government needs to take the lead and get better involved in
other for a e.g. BIC

 Initiate (continue?) coordinated monitoring programs of
environmental factors under single control with dedicated budget

 Effects of increased water table on lowland environments
 Bird monitoring (just started) No regret
 Need to monitor river flow rates; phytophthora, groundwater

levels, species taking over. E.g. Bracken encroaching upwards on
moorland. The frost keeps it off the top of the hills at present but
this may change. (No regret)

 Need all island monitoring system and central collection point,
which is computer based. Co-ordination of agencies and volunteer
agencies to agree on central system (no regret)

 As a small island with limited resources need to prioritise on
monitoring e.g. indicator species for each habitat.

 Understand socio-economic impacts on agriculture
 Monitor the impacts of climate change on both common and rare

plants including phenology, distribution and status.3

 Research on forest / tree pests / diseases
so can adapt tree species choice. (win
win)

3 Under Pressure. Climate Change and the UK’s wild plants. By Plantlife. http://www.plantlife.org.uk/uk/plantlife-saving-species-publications.html
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Educational /
Behavioural
change /
Awareness
raising /
working in
partnership

 Education of public to fire threat and management.
 Educate about erosion management
 Voters need to know what government is investing in e.g.

adaptation to climate change and how they can support it.
 Need to educate MHKs on climate change, use Manx Radio and

explain relevance to the island. Need to lengthen their outlook
horizon

 Food mile labelling required so people know where food comes
from and can buy in an informed way

 Need to engage treasury and explain economic implications of
climate change and get them to consider environmental and social
issues and not just cost.

 Undertake cost benefit analysis on major capital projects and take
account of climate change. Design climate change in early to save
£. Maybe use lifetime costing to account for full costs.

 Making information on climate change readily available to farmers
and the industry4

 Revision of policies to encourage diversification of income4

 Introducing policies to aid adaptation to climate change on
livestock farms4

 Demonstration farms for new crops and techniques4

 Better water resources planning; and information on ‘best practice’
techniques for soil conservation in a shortened cultivation
window4

 Promotion and undertaking of good soil management

 Extend business planning process
 Promote all projects and expenditure – at

point of development (e.g. on a new
coastal defence ‘built as part of climate
change response’)

 Provide incentives for saving water e.g.
reductions on rates for households with
water saving devices in toilets

 Food miles labelling
 Assess impact of climate change on

employment sectors and adapt tertiary
education to meet expected skills in long
term

 Include in all
departments
business
planning
process (low
regret)

4 The Timescale Of Potential Farm Level Responses And Adaptations To Climate Change In England And Wales Taken from Project Summaries Report 1987-2002. Defra
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Spread /Share
loss

 Management plans in place for managing fires
 Fire beaters to be put in place of risk
 If insurance is required, encourage the financial sector to examine

if there is a good business opportunity for IoM insurers
 Increase resilience by reducing other stresses
 Agri-environment schemes for biodiversity

 Different mechanisms of water storage for
reduced summer availability

 Drought resistant crops? Introduce different
crops

Accept impacts
and bear Loss

 Joined up thinking across government and treasury (low regret)
 Create an environment agency / climate change department with a

budget (low regret)
 Manage retreat encourage new habitats and increase biodiversity

(Win win)
 Increase in sea temperatures are associated with algal blooms
 Do not sanction additional hard defences in non urban areas –

likely to adversely affect natural resources.

 Natural and facilitated migration
 Ecological change / biodiversity (win win)

 Footpath
repair /
erosion
damage
correction

 Increase in
variability of
river flow,
less diversity
inverts less
fish and the
associated
knock on
effect on
ecosystem
(no regret)
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Prevent effects:
structural /
technological

 Fire plans – these are already been done
 Agricultural land use adaptation (win win)

 Improve riverbank management to
provide some counteraction to climate
change impacts on habitat quality and
availability
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Avoid / exploit
changes in risk

 Close areas of environment that are high risk fire areas / areas of
high erosion

 Incorporate opportunities to facilitated colonization in agri-
environment schemes, flood defence schemes and coastal
planning.

 Raise profile of issue and implication to land managers to allow
evolution of management (win win)

 Exploit opportunities stemming from climate change e.g. grow
exotic fora – not oaks

 Upgrade existing surface water drainage systems and rivers to deal
with significant rainfall events and flash floods

 Reducing run off, through use of contoured hedgerows and other
buffer vegetation strips

 Managed coastal retreat
 Habitat management
 Develop and fund landscape scale management schemes that

establish networks of suitable habitats (such as ponds, hedgerows
and small woods) for migrating species as well as providing
suitable receptor sites for incoming seeds and spores.

 Conserve genetic variation at local sites and increase species and
habitat resilience through increasing the size, number and
interconnectivity of sites.

 Facilitated colonisation5

 Adapt forestry to suit new migrating birds
 Flooding

5 Potential UK adaptation strategies for climate change May 2000 , produced by ERM for the department of the environment, transport and the regions
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Agriculture, fisheries and forestry

Adaptation
Type

Urgent: Opportunities to take advantage of now /
decisions needed now / cost effective now

Long term Keep a ‘watching brief’

Prevents
effects:
Changing
standards
regulation /
policy
institutional

 Legal requirement to report fires / extinguish them
 Put best practice guidelines in place for erosion

management
 All Island Strategic plan needs to take account of climate

risks e.g. floods and changes to agriculture (win win)
 Manage protected and designated areas. Integrated land

use and management strategies developed
 Fully integrate habitat conservation and creation with other

types of land use through agri-environment and forestry
schemes and cross compliance measures. At all scheme
reviews, assess whether these measures are delivering at a
level that keeps up with the pace of climate change.

 Plan for habitat change in site protection
(flexible)

 Fire risk preparation – agree access routes
for fire engineers, supplying first defences
(e.g. fire beaters) (no regret)

 Changes in species fished e.g. threatened
species protected, more available species
promoted

 Marketing campaign backup change in
fish caught
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Research /
Data
collection /
Monitoring

 Monitoring damage caused by erosion
 Maintain and monitor terrestrial, fresh water and marine

environmental data (no regret). This also forms part of
wider network e.g. UK and Ireland. Irish sea co-ordination
will be lost with other studies e.g. EU projects (as IoM are
not eligible for these alone).

 Need to monitor river flow rates; phytophthora,
groundwater levels, species taking over. E.g. Bracken
encroaching upwards on moorland. The frost keeps it off
the top of the hills at present but this may change. (No
regret)

 Investigate changes in crops and different types of trees for
forestry under different climate conditions.

 Understand socio-economic impacts on agriculture

 Research on forest / tree pests / diseases
so can adapt tree species choice. (win
win)

 Investigate change in pesticides used as
changing pests /diseases
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Educational /
Behavioural
change /
Awareness
raising /
working in
partnership

 Education of public to fire threat and management.
 Educate about erosion management
 Food mile labelling required so people know where food

comes from and can buy in an informed way
 Making information on climate change readily available to

farmers and the industry6

 Revision of policies to encourage diversification of income4

 Introducing policies to aid adaptation to climate change on
livestock farms4

 Demonstration farms for new crops and techniques4

 Better water resources planning; and information on ‘best
practice’ techniques for soil conservation in a shortened
cultivation window4

 Promotion and undertaking of good soil management

 Food miles labelling

6 The Timescale Of Potential Farm Level Responses And Adaptations To Climate Change In England And Wales Taken from Project Summaries Report 1987-2002. Defra
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Spread
/Share loss

 Management plans in place for managing fires
 Fire beaters to be put in place of risk
 If insurance is required, encourage the financial sector to

examine if there is a good business opportunity for IoM
insurers

 Increase resilience by reducing other stresses
 Agri-environment schemes for biodiversity
 Encourage diversification of agricultural industry –

encourage people in the countryside / use of land

 Different mechanisms of water storage for
reduced summer availability

 Drought resistant crops? Introduce different
crops

Accept
impacts and
bear Loss

 Joined up thinking across government and treasury (low
regret)

 Create an environment agency / climate change
department with a budget (low regret)

 Scallop fishing (increase in sea temperatures are associated
with algal blooms) – need to ensure food safety monitoring
in place

 Adopt forest management
systems to accommodate
storms (No regret)

 Increase in variability of
river flow, less diversity
inverts less fish and the
associated knock on effect
on ecosystem (no regret)
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Prevent
effects:
structural /
technological

 Fire plans – these are already been done
 Agricultural land use adaptation (win win)

 Agricultural buildings to be adapted
 Agricultural related infrastructure may

need to evolve to match changes in land
use. (No regret / win win)

 Enclosed bathing areas on the coasta that
affords protection from jellyfish / safety
areas
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Avoid /
exploit
changes in
risk

 Close areas of environment that are high risk fire areas /
areas of high erosion

 Incorporate opportunities to facilitated colonization in agri-
environment schemes, flood defence schemes and coastal
planning.

 Raise profile of issue and implication to land managers to
allow evolution of management (win win)

 Exploit opportunities stemming from climate change e.g.
grow exotic fora – not oaks

 Agriculture land adaptation – have to adapt by Jan 2011
due to introduction of free ‘derogation’ markets (can’t limit
imports anymore) and see if subsidy regime can help
promote change e.g. stewardship

 Reducing run off, through use of contoured hedgerows and
other buffer vegetation strips

 Managed coastal retreat
 Conserve genetic variation at local sites and increase

species and habitat resilience through increasing the size,
number and interconnectivity of sites.

 Adapt forestry to suit new migrating birds
 New product market development to

reflect changes (win win)

 Agriculture: new crops will
need new infrastructure
processing plants – and a
new market. Can’t talk
about adapting agriculture
without adapting the
associated infrastructure.
(Win win)
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